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W ho would have thought that NetWare could
be the nucleus of x-based thin-clients, a
task normally left to a Unix flavored server

of some sort, or even Windows NT? Certainly not me,
at least that is what I thought when I embarked on this
project for my employer, the county library system of
Weber County, Utah.

The task was to deploy 20 NCD NC200 thin-clients
using NCD’s NCBridge software for Unix. I thought
this would be a relatively normal installation. We
planned to use our Ultra Enterprise E450 Sun server
(dual 400MHz Ultra-Sparc IIIs, 2GB of RAM, and a
48GB RAID array), which I felt had more than enough
muscle for the job.

My intention was for the thin-clients to boot from
their flash memory and only check the server to see if
changes needed to be downloaded, thus cutting down
on the cross-WAN traffic. However, I discovered that I
could not secure the boot monitor (a thin-client CMOS,
if you will) if the machines were set to boot using their
internal flash memory. This posed a very serious security
problem. I could not leave the boot monitor vulnerable,
as the thin-clients were for a public library. Unique
security solutions emerge when you are forced to support
computer systems for public use. We even had to cut
select PC board solder runs on our Wyse 60 terminal
keyboards to keep inquisitive youngsters from changing
the settings, and us from having to run around behind
them changing the settings back.

Now we were faced with a different problem: The
thin-clients would need to boot by means of Network
File System (NFS) services. These 20 thin-clients were
going to be distributed across five separate locations.
Downloading the necessary 40MB+ of files across the
T1 lines (via NFS) from the main branch where the Sun
server is located was not a better option. Performance
was already an issue with the thin-clients. It took more
than two minutes to boot from the Sun server and/or
from flash memory. After we made a few configuration
changes, we managed to reduce that time to less than a
minute and a half, which is not great but is acceptable.
It looked as though we were going to install four new
Linux servers, configure NFS, and install the NCBridge
software on each server. I was not particularly thrilled
about the additional hardware, and neither were the
three other people in the ITS department who supported
the entire system.

I decided to try using NFS Services 3.0 on our existing
NetWare 5.1 servers. A systems engineer from NCD
said this idea was untested and he was unsure if it was
even possible. Curiosity and the challenge of attempting
something that supposedly had not been done before
was just too much. I had to try.

We installed NFS Services along with Support Pack
1 on a NetWare 5.1 (at Service Pack 3) server. The server
is a Compaq Proliant 800, a 450MHz Pentium II with
1GB of RAM. The installation of NFS for NetWare was
simple and straightforward. However, I did discover
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that running the install from within NWCONFIG did not properly
start ConsoleOne, the NetWare console Graphical User Interface
(GUI). Issuing the STARTX command from the console started the
GUI and the installation program resumed as expected. The install
program presents you with the options of installing the NFS Server
and NFS Gateway services. The NFS Server service allows a Unix-
based client to connect to the NetWare server and mount the exported
volume, and the Gateway service allows a Windows-based client to
connect and map a drive to a Unix volume via the NetWare server.
I elected to install only the server component of NFS, since the
thin-clients were the only reason for installing NFS in the first
place; we did not need the gateway service. Since the onset of this
project, we have installed the NFS Services Support Pack 2 in the
same manner as Support Pack 1. The installation extends the NDS
schema and, as a result, it required a reboot. The schema extension
created a default user named NISUSERDEF in the same context as
the server. A Unix profile is now available as a setting for NDS user
objects in ConsoleOne; the Win32 admin utility not the server con-
sole GUI. An NDS user object must have a Unix profile set to the
value of zero. This will allow the Unix user “Root” to be mapped
to the NDS user when an NFS mount occurs, and when files are to
be written or modified; this must be done prior to starting NFS ser-
vices on the NetWare server or you will receive errors. It is also
important to remember this when you need to make file changes;
the NDS user needs to have the appropriate rights to the exported
NetWare volume. The Novell Technical Information Document
(TID) #10014892, which is an overview of NFS permissions,
explains the NetWare user to Unix user file rights mappings in mind
numbing detail.

Now that the installation of NFS Services for NetWare was
complete, it was time to properly configure it. A traditional
NetWare volume, named TFTPBOOT, already existed with NFS
name space applied. What I needed now was to decipher the cor-
rect combination of settings available in the “NFSTHOST” and
“NFSEXPRT” files, which are located in the SYS:/ETC directory.
Knowing that the exported volume would only need to be “read”
and not “written” to, made this a semi-simple process.

The NFSTHOST (e.g. /TFTPBOOT *21) file is formatted as follows
(excerpt from the NFS Services Administration Guide):

◆ Exported Path — The directory path to be exported
(i.e., /NFSVOL)

◆ Host Name — Gives access to the client host named by the
user. To give access to all hosts, select (*).

◆ Access Type (1,2,3) — Specifies the type of access to be
granted to a specific host. The setting can take the
following values:

• Trusted 1
• Root Access 2
• Read Write Access 3

◆ Host/Hostgroup 1, 0 — This field shows whether the Host
Name specified is a Host or a Hostgroup. This field should
always be set to 1 (Host).

The NFSEXPRT (e.g. /TFTPBOOT 115120) file contains one
exported directory per line, formatted as follows:

◆ Exported Path — The directory path to be exported
(i.e., /NFSVOL)

◆ IsReadOnly — Specifies whether the exported directory is
read-only. Values = 1 (read only), 0.

◆ Anonymous Access — Specifies whether anonymous access to
the exported path is given. Values= 1, 0.

◆ Mode — Specifies the rights and permission mapping modes
for the directory. NetWare NFS Services 3.0 Support Pack 2
supports both classical and NSS file systems. NSS supports
only independent mode (value 512), whereas classical volumes
support other modes as well. The following are values that
classical volumes can take:

• NetWare Mode 12
• Independent Mode 512
• NetWare-NFS Mode 0
• NFS Mode 256
• NFS-NetWare Mode 16
• Web - Specifies if Web access is allowed for the exported

path. At any point, only one path can be enabled for
Web access.

I hesitated with these settings, since the configuration we used
gives Root access to all hosts, but the ability to basically toggle the
file system as “read only” eased my concern.

With NFS installed and configured, using the Linux SHOW-
MOUNT command (showmount -e host_ip_address), I verified that
the NetWare volume was being advertised. The NetWare volume
could be mounted to a mount point on a Linux workstation by
issuing the command “mount -t nfs host:/export /mountpoint.”
Now it was time to install the NCBridge software. With the
NetWare volume and the NCBridge CD both mounted on the Linux
workstation, it was just a matter of following the instructions for
installing the software to a Unix host. Once the installation of the
NCBridge software was complete, it was time to see if the NC200s
would boot from the NetWare NFS volume.

We configured the NC200s to boot by means of NFS. This is
accomplished within the boot monitor I mentioned earlier. During
initial boot up of a thin-client, pressing the space bar will interrupt the
boot process. This posed the security problem I mentioned earlier;
interrupting the boot process could be disabled with the configuration
file for the thin-clients, but only if booting from NFS. Pressing the
spacebar will leave the thin-client at the boot monitor prompt (>_);
this allows configuration changes to be saved to the unit’s non-
volatile memory. The thin-clients were configured to get their boot
information from DHCP and to transfer files via NFS. The boot mon-
itor commands used to set up the thin-clients are as follows:

◆ BA DHCP — Sets the boot access mode to DHCP
◆ BM NFS 8192 — Sets the boot method to NFS with a read

size of 8192 bytes
◆ NAME NC200 — Sets the hostname of the unit to NC200
◆ SELFTEST MONSET 4 — Sets the resolution to 800x600

with a 72Hz refresh
◆ NVSAVE — Saves the information to non-volatile memory

The Boot Host and a file path are the boot information that needed
to be passed to the thin-clients from the DHCP server. Since we are
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using DHCP services for NetWare, this was easily set with the
DNS/DHCP management console using the following steps:

1. Start the DNS/DHCP management console.
2. Select the subnet from which the thin-clients will be booting.
3. Select the “Subnet Options” tab.
4. Check the box for “Set Boot Parameter Option.”
5. Enter the IP address of the NetWare server that will be hosting

the NFS volume the thin-clients will need to access in the
“Server Address” section. The path, including the volume
name, will need to be entered into the “Boot File Name”
(e.g., /tftpboot/tekxp/boot) section. Stopping and restarting
the DHCP server will make these changes take affect.

With everything configured and ready, it was time to see if the thin-
clients would boot correctly.

The thin-clients not only booted successfully, but they booted up
faster than from the Sun server — 45 seconds total start time. This
was, needless to say, a pleasant surprise.

The NC200s use a version of Netscape 4 (4.06) specifically
compiled for the NEC R4300 processor. This version, however, is
quite outdated and has problems with several different types of Web
page designs. The intent of these thin-clients is to make them a
kiosk for our Web-based catalog; even with the browser’s limita-
tions it still works perfect with our catalog. Nonetheless, it would
be nice if NCD would offer an updated version of Netscape.  
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